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Abstract— The ever-increasing popularity of recommendation
systems allows users to find appropriate services without exces-
sive effort. However, due to the unstable and complex network
environment, the historical behavior data of users are quite
sparse in most cases. The inherent drawbacks render preference
prediction infeasible for cold-start users and have become a
crucial issue to be resolved in recommendation systems. To deal
with the problems, we first present a Trust-based Collaborative
Filtering (TbCF) algorithm to perform basic rating prediction
in a manner consistent with the existing CF methods. Then,
we propose the Hybrid Collaborative Filtering Recommendation
approach with User-Item-Trust Records (UIThybrid), a novel
approach that incorporates user trust into the existing CF-based
methods in a harmonious way to supplement rating information.
UIThybrid employs multiple perspectives to extract proper services
and achieves a good tradeoff between the robustness, accuracy,
and diversity of the recommendation. We conduct extensive
real-world experiments on the Epinions data set to demonstrate
the feasibility and efficiency of UIThybrid.

Index Terms— Cold-start problems, collaborative filtering
(CF), rating prediction, recommendation, user trust.

I. INTRODUCTION

W ITH the support of machine-to-machine technology
over the internet [1], web services facilitate human

life and achieve rapid development in service-oriented society
today [2], [3]. On the other hand, the explosive growth in
the number of web services due to increasingly sophisticated
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requirements of users makes the users feel too overwhelmed
to manually find appropriate services quickly. In such a
background, a recommendation system performs on-demand,
which provides users with more personalized service options
by predicting potential preferences according to their historical
behaviors and activities [4]. As a widely used tool, a rec-
ommendation system usually first predicts a user’s ratings of
unemployed services and then generates a recommendation list
by extracting services with the highest prediction rating.

Recently, a large number of researchers have devoted them-
selves to the study of recommendation systems to better serve
users and achieve great progress [5]. In particular, collabora-
tive filtering (CF) methods play a crucial role because of their
high accuracy and easy-to-explain characteristics, including
some classical methods, such as user-based methods (UbCF),
item-based methods (IbCF), and model-based methods. All
of the above methods are based on a user-item rating matrix
constructed by statistically collecting users’ historical rating
logs, in which each entry reflects a user’s actual rating value
for the corresponding web service. Specifically, a user-item
rating value of −1 or null indicates that the user has never
rated the web service before. Considering the huge number of
candidate services satisfying users’ personalized needs, along
with the fact that only a small portion of them can actually
be invoked, the user-item rating matrix is often large but
sparse [6]. Furthermore, the unstable and complex network
environment makes it difficult for us to guarantee the reliability
and integrity of the rating data collected from users’ historical
service usage. In this situation, the sparseness of the rating
matrix is further aggravated.

The sparseness of rating data often renders the above-
mentioned traditional CF methods infeasible in returning a
set of high-quality recommended results to a target user.
In worse cases, no results are returned; i.e., a cold-start prob-
lem occurs. The rating sparseness and the resulting cold-start
problems significantly decrease the robustness of the recom-
mender systems. In this situation, it is becoming a necessity
to explore more valuable information hidden in historical
user-service usage in addition to the similarity relationships
utilized in traditional CF recommendation methods. Fortu-
nately, social networks provide another perspective to observe
users [7]–[10]. Specifically, user-user trust relationships offer
a beneficial supplement to traditional CF techniques because
they provide a new perspective to evaluate whether two users
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is that a user’s preferences may be consistent with his/her
trust users’ preferences. Therefore, one promising way for
improving the robustness of recommendation is to incorporate
user–user trust (abbreviated as user trust) relationships into
existing CF-based recommender systems.

However, existing trust-based CF researches generally uti-
lize user trust only and fail to reasonably and sufficiently
integrate user trust with the traditional CF methods to bet-
ter alleviate the cold-start problem [11], [12]. One funda-
mental reason is that their handling styles for relationships
are significantly different, which prevents them from being
blended harmoniously. For example, in order to implement
recommendations, Yao and Jiang [6] make use of user trust
to perform a random walk model, while UbCF leverages
computable user similarity to predict missing ratings. The
distinct manners of dealing with relationships, i.e., user trust
and similarity relationships, have become major obstacles to
making full use of all available relationship information since
we cannot integrate trust-based methods into the existing
CF-based methods in a consistent manner.

In light of the above challenges, we put forward a new trust-
based collaborative filtering (TbCF) recommendation algo-
rithm inspired by [13], within which relationships are handled
in a unified manner, as in the existing UbCF and IbCF meth-
ods. Moreover, according to the proposed TbCF, we develop a
novel hybrid CF recommendation model with user-item-trust
records, named UIThybrid. The new solution not only takes user
trust into consideration but also achieves higher robustness
while retaining the high accuracy of CF methods. In summary,
our scientific contributions are threefold.

1) Considering the effective supplement of user trust
to classical CF technologies, we propose a novel
trust-based CF recommendation method. In contrast with
the existing trust recommendation, our method works
in a concordant manner with existing CF methods,
laying the foundation for their integration and
complementation.

2) We develop a new hybrid CF recommendation model
that systematically incorporates the proposed trust-based
method into existing CF and adjusts each kind of rela-
tionship by presented dependence weight.

3) We conduct extensive real-world experiments on the
Epinions data set to validate the feasibility and effec-
tiveness of UIThybrid. The experiment results demonstrate
that our method achieves a good tradeoff among recom-
mendation robustness, diversity, and accuracy, even for
the cold-start problem.

We organize the remainder of this article as follows.
We review the related work in Section II. Section III formu-
lates the research problem and presents the motivation of our
proposal. Section IV introduces how our UIThybrid takes effect
in an extremely sparse context. Section V evaluates UIThybrid

with a range of experiments. Section VI makes a conclusion
and prospects the future work of this article.

II. RELATED WORK

In this section, some recent work will be briefly reviewed
on the recommendation system to lay the groundwork for

our research. In the real world, the explosive growth of web
services has become a major obstacle for users to select a
suitable service from massive data. Some data preparation
approaches are studied in [14], but they are not conducive
to convenient user service selection. Xu et al. [15] apply the
multiobjective offloading approach in cloud infrastructure to
deal with the situation of service data overload, which also
achieves a general effect. Naturally, the recommendation sys-
tem is on-demand, as it is an effective and convenient solution
to facilitate the life of users. Therefore, this field has fostered
increasingly novel research and applications. For instance,
Qi et al. [16] employed it for Web APIs recommendation,
Liu et al. [17] implemented citation recommendation through
link prediction, and Wang et al. [18] utilized a tensor method
for routing recommendation.

Among a great deal of recommendation studies, CF plays a
significant role and draws much attention. In particular, UbCF
and IbCF are the most representative CF methods due to
their characteristics of accuracy and ease of explanation [19].
Jiang et al. [20] integrate the two classical methods and
propose a hybrid CF method, which achieves a higher quality
of recommendation. Considering the personalized preferences
of users in requesting analyses to enhance the user experience,
Wang et al. [21] recruit the tensor-train decomposition method
to infer interests for the target user. However, the above
methods only investigate user-item information, instead of
incorporating the invocation context. To overcome this issue,
Qi et al. [22] employ location scenarios to supplement valuable
information and produce more comprehensive recommenda-
tions. Because of the privacy concerns exposed in the big
data environment [23]–[26], increasing researchers devote
themselves to privacy-preserving approaches [27], [28]. For
instance, Zhang et al. [29] can conduct privacy protection
and recommendation in edge computing networks. These
approaches provide the user’s private information with strong
security.

However, all the above CF approaches only take effect in
scenarios with sufficient data information. In general, a sparse
data set often makes it challenging for the existing CF methods
to find appropriate services and even results in the infeasible
recommendations. We refer to these situations as cold-start
problems that have become the main obstacle to deepen
applications of CF. In light of this shortcoming, a promising
approach is to enclose social network information, e.g., user
trust, to supplement our available information. Ma et al. [30]
and Birtolo et al. [31] take social trust into account to
make recommendations. However, the two methods do not
perform well in solving the cold-start problems. Jamali and
Ester [32] propose Trustwalker to leverage user trust for
cold-start issues, but it fails to take full advantage of the rating
records.

In response to the above analyses, we propose a novel
CF method, which integrates three perspectives har-
moniously for service recommendation, i.e., user trust,
user similarity, and service similarity. The full use of
almost all available information of our proposal can sig-
nificantly alleviate cold-start issues and achieve robust
recommendations.
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TABLE I

SPECIFICATION OF NOTATIONS USED IN THIS ARTICLE

III. PROBLEM DEFINITION AND MOTIVATION

First, we define the problem to be solved. Subsequently,
we employ a vivid example to illustrate the motivation of our
study. Table I introduces the notations to be used extensively
in the remainder of this article.

A. Problem Definition

In preparation for defining the problem, we first gather all
referable users into set Uset, i.e., Uset = {u1, u2, . . . , um},
and all referable web services into set W Sset, i.e., W Sset =
{ws1, ws2, . . . , wsn}. Then, the data used in our service
recommendation are constructed into the following two
matrices.

1) The user-item matrix denotes the user ratings for web
services, as specified in (1). The matrix is constituted
by m users in Uset and n web services in W Sset, where
each entry ru,i represents a rating value from u to wsi

with range [1, 5]

R =

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
ws1 ws2 · · · wsn

u1 r1,1 r1,2 · · · r1,n

u2 r2,1 r2,2 · · · r2,n
...

...
. . .

...
um rm,1 rm,2 · · · rm,n

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠. (1)

2) The user trust matrix indicates the mutual relationships
between users, as formulated in (2), where tu,v denotes
the trust relationship from users u to v, with 1 denoting
trust and 0 indicating irrelevance

T =

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
u1 u2 · · · um

u1 t1,1 t1,2 · · · t1,m

u2 t2,1 t2,2 · · · t2,m
...

...
. . .

...
um tm,1 tm,2 · · · tm,m

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠. (2)

Fig. 1. Recommendation for cold-start problems: an example. (a) Invocation
records of partial users. (b) User trust network.

Now, we focus on the top-N recommendation based on
user-item-trust records, named the RU I T problem. Given a
user-item rating matrix R and a user trust matrix T , we aim
to find the top-N web services satisfying three conditions:
1) target user interests; 2) referring to multiple perspectives,
i.e., user trust, user similarity, and service similarity; and
3) robustness. To address RU I T , our approaches will be
elaborated in Section IV.

B. Motivation

A vivid example is depicted in Fig. 1 to elucidate the
motivation of this study. As illustrated in Fig. 1(a), we adopt
a matrix to illustrate the historical service usage information
of partial users, where the squares with shadow indicate that
the user has previously rated the services. It is obvious that
the matrix implies two types of cold-start problems such
that: 1) new users joining the platform without providing
any rating information may cause New user problem and
2) only a few user-item records are available, which may
cause Sparsi ty problem. Now, driven by economic interests,
it is necessary to recommend some web services to increase
the possibility of user invocation. According to the existing
similarity-based CF approaches (UbCF and IbCF), the first
step for recommendation is to extract the similar neighbors
based on user-service rating records. However, two critical
issues are raised in the above neighbor selection process:
1) almost no neighbors can be extracted for a user with poor
rating records, as we can hardly measure the similarity in
such a background and 2) the existing CF approaches failed
to take any valuable information other than similarity into
consideration to alleviate the cold-start problem. As a result,
such inherent ills render the recommendation infeasible and
seriously damage the robustness of the recommender system.
In this situation, a social trust network with abundant and
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Fig. 2. Overview of UIThybrid.

valuable information may provide a meaningful perspective
for the recommendation, as shown in Fig. 1(b).

Considering the above analyses, we supplement the existing
UbCF and IbCF with user trust and propose our robust
CF algorithm with user-item-trust records, named UIThybrid.
Our proposal makes the recommendation possible and feasible
for users without any historical service usage and can achieve
a tradeoff between robustness and accuracy, as elaborated
in Section IV.

IV. UIThybrid : HYBRID COLLABORATIVE FILTERING

RECOMMENDATION ALGORITHM WITH

USER-ITEM-TRUST RECORDS

To solve the problem in Definition 1, our UIThybrid is carried
out in three phases (i.e., neighbor recognition, basic prediction,
and compositive prediction), as illustrated in Fig. 2. In the
rest of this section, we will detail these three phases for our
proposal.

A. Neighbor Recognition

In this section, we elaborate on the process for neighbor
recognition. We first briefly introduce the similarity computa-
tion methods based on UbCF and IbCF. Then, our dependence
weight is presented for relation adjustment. Based on the
adjusted relation, we realize the neighbor selection in the last
part of this section.

1) Similarity Computation: Here, we employ the Pearson
correlation coefficient (PCC) for similarity computation in our
model, which is an effective similarity calculation tool with
high accuracy and easy implementation.

Specifically, in UbCF, the similarity between users u and v
can be calculated using the following equation:

sim�(u, v) =
�

i∈I (ru,i − ru)(rv,i − rv )	�
i∈I (ru,i − ru)2

	�
i∈I (rv,i − rv )2

(3)

Fig. 3. User trust for recommendation: an example.

where ru,i represents the rating from user u to web service wsi ,
and ru indicates average service ratings adopted by user u.
In addition, I = Iu



Iv is constituted by web services that

users u and v both invoked before. In this definition, sim�(u, v)
falls between [-1,1], and a larger sim�(u, v) implies that the
users u and v exhibit higher similarity.

In IbCF, the similarity between web services wsi and ws j

can be calculated by

sim�(i, j) =
�

u∈U (ru,i − ri )(ru, j − r j )	�
u∈U (ru,i − ri)2

	�
u∈U (ru, j − r j )2

(4)

where ri is an average rating value of web services wsi adopted
by different users and U = Ui



U j is constituted by users

who rated both wsi and ws j before. Likewise, the interval of
sim�(i, j) falls between [−1, 1] as well.

2) Relation Adjustment: When applying user trust for rec-
ommendation, we can only refer to two absolute relations,
i.e., trust and irrelevance, and ignore the trust degree between
users. Consider the example in Fig. 3 with u1 trusting u2

and u3. It contains a matrix, including some historical ser-
vice usage records of each user, where squares with shadow
represent that the user invoked the service before. According
to the matrix, it is easy to find that there is no consistent
service usage record between u1 and u2. In contrast, almost
identical service usage experiences occur between users u1
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and u3. In this situation, it is worth adopting a lower trust
value from u1 to u2 than to u3 as u2’s preferences are the lower
convincibility for u1. However, to the best of our knowledge,
traditional TbCF approaches rarely consider the trust degree
to increase recommendation accuracy and effectiveness. Stem-
ming from this observation, we present a dependence weight
to measure the user trust degree. An enhanced trust value
adjusted by dependence weight can be calculated using the
following equation:

trustu,v = tu,v

1 + e− |Iu ∩Iv |
2

(5)

where tu,v represents the absolute trust relation between users
u and v (reflected with 0 or 1), trustu,v indicates u’s trust
degree to v, and |Iu ∩ Iv | is the number of services that both
users rated before. According to the above trust degree mea-
sure equation, the dependence weight (1/(1 + e−(|Iu∩Iv |)/2))
will decrease the trust value when the coinvoked web ser-
vice number |Iu ∩ Iv | is small. Because the range of
(1/(1 + e−(|Iu∩Iv |)/2)) is within [0, 1] and the value of tu,v is
0 or 1, the range of tu,v is also [0, 1].

For the user similarity calculated by PCC in (3), our
dependence weight can also take effect. When two dissimilar
users happen to coinvoke a few web services and have similar
ratings, the existing PCC always overestimates the similarity of
these users. In this context, we take advantage of dependence
weight in (6) to decrease the impact of similar experiences
on only a few coinvoked services

sim(u, v) = sim�(u, v)

1 + e− |Iu ∩Iv |
2

(6)

where sim(u, v) is an adjusted user similarity, which falls
between [-1,1].

As in the user similarity adjustment, the similarity between
two web services is enhanced by

sim(i, j) = sim�(i, j)

1 + e− |Ui ∩U j |
2

(7)

where sim(i, j) is an adjusted service similarity value with the
interval of [−1, 1], and |Ui ∩ U j | is the number of users that
rated both web services wsi and ws j before.

3) Neighbor Selection: Based on the quantified relationship
calculated in Sections IV-A1 and IV-A2, we can obtain some
neighbors for further recommendation. Concretely, we first
sort the values generated in (5) and choose the top-K users
trusted by target user u to generate a trust user set. In the same
way, we arrange the values of (6) and (7) in descending order
and select the top-K similar users and services, respectively.
To ensure convenience, we formalize user u’s trust user set as
T (u), user u’s similar user set as S(u), and web service wsi ’s
similar service set as S(i).

B. Basic Prediction

In Section IV-A, we have obtained three neighbor sets,
i.e., T (u), S(u), and S(i). Next, we will utilize these three
sets to predict wsi ’s rating observed by target user u.

First, we employ the trust user set T (u) for missing rating
prediction using the following equation:

�ru,i = ru +
�

v∈T (u) trustu,v (rv,i − rv )�
v∈T (u) trustu,v

(8)

where �ru,i is a predicted value of the missing entry ru,i in the
user-item rating matrix R, while trustu,v is an adjusted trust
value in the interval of [0, 1] calculated in (5). In summary,
we design Algorithm 1 to describe the TbCF approach.

Algorithm 1 TbCF
Input:
R: user-item rating matrix;
T : user trust matrix;
K : the number of the nearest neighbors to be extracted.
Output:
RL = {ws1, . . . , wsN }: a recommendation list for target
user u, containing N web services.

initialize T (u) = ∅, RL = ∅;
for each v ∈ Uset do

if tu,v = 1 then
calculate trustu,v using Eq.5;
update tu,v to trustu,v in T ;

extract the top − K trusted users of u into T (u);
for each wsi ∈ W Sset do

if ru,i = NU L L then
calculate �ru,i using Eq.8;

extract the top − n web services into RL;
return RL;

The UbCF method makes use of the similar user set S(u)
to predict the unrated values, as designed in the following:

�ru,i = u +
�

v∈S(u) sim(u, v)(rv,i − v)�
v∈S(u) sim(u, v)

(9)

where sim(u, v) is an adjusted user similarity value calculated
in (6).

In the same way, the IbCF method leverages the similar
service set S(i) to predict the missing values, as described in
the following:

�ru,i = ri +
�

j∈S(i) sim(i, j)(ru, j − r j )�
j∈S(i) sim(i, j)

(10)

where sim(i, j) is an adjusted service similarity value
calculated in (7).

C. Compositive Prediction

According to the basic prediction of the three methods
above, if S(u) = S(i) = T (u) = ∅, the missing rating
value �ru,i will fail to be predicted since there are no valid
neighbors for prediction. We regard this situation as a failed
prediction and set the unpredictable value �ru,i as an average
rating of all invoked services. If there is just one nonempty
neighbor set for reference, we will only apply it to make
predictions. However, when we can employ more than one
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nonempty neighbor set for reference, utilizing only one will
potentially ignore valuable information and render the result
insufficiently accurate. To deal with the problem, we system-
atically integrate the three methods based on similar users
(UbCF), similar services (IbCF), and trust users (TbCF) to
produce a compositive prediction. In addition, due to the
differences between users or services in the data set, the three
methods may achieve different degrees of prediction accuracy.
Thus, we introduce parameters α, β, and γ to balance the
reliability of the respective three prediction methods. The
compositive prediction of �ru,i is elaborated as follows:

�ru,i = α

α + β + γ
×

�
ru +

�
v∈S(u) sim(u, v)(rv,i − rv )�

v∈S(u) sim(u, v)



+ β

α + β + γ
×

�
ri +

�
j∈S(i) sim(i, j)(ru, j − r j )�

j∈S(i) sim(i, j)



+ γ

α + β + γ
×

�
ru +

�
v∈T (u) trustu,v (rv,i − rv )�

v∈T (u) trustu,v


.

(11)

It is worth noticing that, if one of the three methods does not
take effect for a missing rating entry �ru,i , we should set the
corresponding parameter as 0 since our prediction of �ru,i does
not rely on this method.

After accomplishing the prediction for all missing values,
we rank the predicted values in descending order for tar-
get users and select the web services with high ratings to
recommend. We denote the design above as the UIThybrid

approach, which not only enables more accurate predictions
but also makes the results robust by incorporating user trust
into existing CF methods. Formally, we employ Algorithm 2 to
specify the whole process of our UIThybrid method.

V. EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we conduct a set of experiments based on the
Epinions data set [33] to evaluate the feasibility and efficiency
of UIThybrid and TbCF.

A. Experiment Data Set and Evaluation Methodology

The Epinions data set contains 105k users who have rated
611k items, and a total of 11 223k ratings are produced.
The user-item rating record represents that users specify
personalized ratings on different items according to their
preferences. To formulate the rating information, we establish
a user-item rating matrix, which has a density of 0.017%. The
extremely sparse matrix means that a great deal of cold-start
problems exists, which makes the recommendation infeasible
in many situations. Thus, it is of great necessity to improve the
recommendation performance and achieve high robustness in
the case of poor ratings. In addition, 77k users of the data set
have issued 636k trust information, which implies that users
label others as reliable neighbors. Formally, we construct a
user trust matrix to describe the social trust network.

In addition, we divide the known ratings of the Epinions
data set into two parts: training and testing. Concretely,
we randomly choose 20% of all ratings as the testing set.

Algorithm 2 UIThybrid

Input:
R: user-item rating matrix;
T : user trust matrix;
K : the number of the nearest neighbors to be extracted.
α, β, γ : three parameters balancing the reliability of
different prediction methods.
Output:
RL = {ws1, . . . , wsN }: a recommendation list for a target
user, containing N web services.

initialize RL = ∅;
for each pair of users (u, v) where u, v ∈ Uset do

calculate sim �(u, v) using Eq.3;
adjust tu,v to trustu,v using Eq.5;
adjust sim �(u, v) to sim(u, v) using Eq.6;

for each pair of web services (wsi , ws j ) where
wsi , ws j ∈ W Sset do

calculate sim �(i, j) using Eq.4;
adjust sim �(i, j) to sim(i, j) using Eq.7;

extract the top − K nearest neighbors into neighbor sets;
for each u ∈ Uset do

for each wsi ∈ W Sset do
if ru,i = NU L L then

calculate �ru,i using Eq.11;

extract the top − n web services into RL for the target
user;
return RL;

The training set is constituted by the remaining rating infor-
mation. In this way, we predict the testing set by employ-
ing different methods and information in the training set.
To demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposal, we further
adopt the following four evaluation metrics.

1) MAE and RMSE: Mean absolute error (MAE) indicates
the average deviation between predicted and real ratings of the
target services, and root mean square error (RMSE) indicates
the square root of the average square deviation between
predictions and real rating values. Both metrics can evaluate
the accuracy of our approach by the following equations:

MAE =
�

u,i |r∗
u,i − �ru,i |
N

(12)

RMSE =
��

u,i (r
∗
u,i − �ru,i )2

N
(13)

where r∗
u,i is the real rating value of web service wsi rated by

user u, �ru,i is the predicted rating value, and N is the total
number of missing entries in the user-item rating matrix.

2) Failure Rate: It is well-known that robustness plays a
significant role in evaluating the effectiveness of algorithms.
In a recommendation system, a robust approach can make
recommendations successfully in most cases, even if the
historical behavior data of users is extremely sparse. In this
way, we introduce the failure rate to reflect the robustness of
different models by calculating the ratio of failure prediction
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times (denoted as N f ) to the number of all predictions
(denoted as N). In general, a lower failure rate indicates higher
robustness. The failure rate is defined as

Failure Rate = N f

N
× 100%. (14)

3) Coverage Rate: The coverage rate means the ratio of
the different types of predicted services to the total number
of web services, which is employed to measure the diversity
of prediction results. In this way, a higher coverage rate
represents a higher diversity. The coverage rate is defined as

Coverage Rate =
�

u |�ru |
n

× 100% (15)

where �ru includes all ratings predicted for target user u and n
is the number of different web services.

Furthermore, we conduct our experiments on a machine
with a 2.70-GHz CPU and 8.0 GB of RAM. The environment
of our software configuration is Windows 10 with Python 3.6.
We perform each experiment 100 times and adopt the average
experimental results.

B. Comparison

We adopt the following three methods as comparison meth-
ods of UIThybrid and TbCF.

1) UbCF: One of the most classical CF methods based on
user similarity.

2) HCF [34]: The proposed model is a combined CF rec-
ommendation solution with optimized prediction order
for improving the prediction accuracy. It designs the
PGraph to describe the neighborhood and takes advan-
tage of adjusted topological sorting based on the PGragh
to generate the optimized order while predicting.

3) Similarity Two-Rank-Based Core Users: The method
performs best among the four methods presented in [35],
which utilizes core users specified by extracting users
with the highest location weights according to user
similarity degree.

The above three compared methods cover classic CF variants
from diverse perspectives (i.e., benchmark user-based CF,
benchmark hybrid CF, and improved CF with location weight).
Therefore, the experimental comparisons with these three
methods can offer an objective and comprehensive basis to
evaluate the performances of our proposed UIThybrid method.

In addition, we choose five groups of parameter values
for our U T Fhybrid to evaluate the impacts of α, β, and γ
on MAE, RMSE, failure rate, and coverage rate, as shown
in Table II. In particular, we set top-K = 15 (top-K introduced
in Section IV-A indicates the number of the nearest neighbors
employed for each basic precision) as a representative to
ensure the concision of Table II. We can easily observe that
our U T Fhybrid model performs better when α, β, and γ are all
around (1/3)) instead of others. Therefore, we set α = (1/3),
β = (1/3) and γ = (1/3) for our method to conduct further
experimentation.

Now, we develop five profiles to demonstrate the advantages
of our proposal, including the comparison with itself and the
other three competitive solutions.

TABLE II

IMPACT OF PARAMETERS

Profile 1 (Dependence Weight Performances): As stated
in Section IV-A, we adopt dependence weight for our
UIThybrid approach to adjust the relationship between neigh-
bors. To study the effect of the dependence weight , we eval-
uate performances of the four presented metrics containing two
versions: one employs dependence weight , while the other
does not. Moreover, we range top-K from 10 to 30 in steps
of 5 and elaborate on the results in Fig. 4.

As illustrated in Fig. 4, benefiting from the increasingly
added neighbor information, the performances of both ver-
sions are constantly improving with respect to four metrics.
Moreover, we can observe that the version with dependence
weight performs better than the version without it. This
is because dependence weight takes effect by assigning a
lower intimacy value for those actually unqualified neighbors.
Consequently, our dependence weight can devaluate those
weak but overestimated relationships and make the relativity
computation between neighbors more credible in practice.

Profile 2 (Convergence Performances of UIThybrid): We eval-
uate the convergence performances of our UIThybrid solution
in this profile. In our experiment, we vary the experiment
iterations from 1 to 100 and range top-K from 10 to 30 in steps
of 5. The convergence performances of four metrics (including
MAE, RMSE, failure rate, and coverage rate) are presented
in Fig. 5. As shown in Fig. 5, we can observe that all the
curves tend to converge when the repeated experiment times
reach 10, and the performances become increasingly stable as
repeated times increase. Thus, it is reasonable to employ the
average effects of 100 iterations of experiment execution for
comparison, as described previously.

Profile 3 (Accuracy Comparison): In this profile, we com-
pare the performances of MAE and RMSE to evaluate the
accuracy. Here, we range top-K from 10 to 30 in steps of 5.
The experimental results are displayed in Fig. 6.

As depicted in Fig. 6, except for the similarity two-rank-
based core users approach, we can observe that the prediction
accuracy of the other four competing solutions all exhibit slow
but steady growth (i.e., both MAE and RMSE values remain in
decline) with increasing top-K . This is because the prediction
can refer to more rating information when the proportion of
the nearest neighbors becomes larger. The unstable accuracy
of the similarity two-rank-based core users approach indicates
that it only considers the preferences of a few significant
users instead of the personalized interests for each target
user. In addition, the performance of UbCF is also inferior
because many cold-start problems occur in such a sparse
context, resulting in the replacement of unpredictable ratings
with average ratings of all users. The better performances
of our TbCF indicate that the enhanced trust values aided
by dependence weight takes effect so as to find the real
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Fig. 4. Prediction performances of UIThybrid: dependence weight . (a) MAE.
(b) RMSE. (c) Failure rate. (d) Coverage rate.

trusted users. The outstanding performances of our UIThybrid

demonstrate that user trust can provide an accurate and person-
alized supplement. Thus, our UIThybrid method incorporating
TbCF is harmonious and effective.

Profile 4 (Robustness Comparison): We compare the failure
rate performance to evaluate the robustness in this profile.
Here, we vary top-K from 10 to 30 in steps of 5. The
experimental results are plotted in Fig. 7.

As depicted in Fig. 7, It can be observed that all five lines
continue to decrease, which indicates that the robustness of

Fig. 5. Performance convergence of UIThybrid with respect to repeated
experiment times. (a) MAE. (b) RMSE. (c) Failure rate. (d) Coverage rate.

the four approaches is enhanced with increasing top-K . This is
because some originally unpredictable ratings are resolved by
consulting the information of these newly added neighbors as
more neighbors participate. Our TbCF performs well indicates
the valuable trust information is worthy of being taken into
consideration. Moreover, UIThybrid renders more robust preci-
sion than the other four strategies, as the complementary user
trust relationship makes prediction possible for those entries
without similarity neighbors.

Profile 5 (Diversity Comparison): We compare the coverage
rate performance to evaluate the diversity in this profile, where
top-K is varied from 10 to 30 in steps of 5. We plot the
evaluation results in Fig. 8.
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Fig. 6. Prediction accuracy comparison. (a) MAE performances. (b) RMSE
performances.

Fig. 7. Prediction robustness comparison.

Fig. 8. Prediction diversity comparison.

As depicted in Fig. 8, only the similarity two-rank-based
core users solution has not made progress in terms of predicted
diversity (i.e., the coverage rate of the solution remains stable)
as top-K increases. This is because the method focuses only

on a small portion of core users, which offers inflexible
service selections for the recommendation. As a contrast,
the predicted diversity of UIThybrid maintains stable growth
and achieves the best performance among the presented five
approaches. The reason is that our UIThybrid aims to extract
the most personalized services for each user. In this way,
UIThybrid with multiple perspectives can even take long-tail
services (i.e., a considerable amount of services with rare
invocation) into consideration for prediction and achieves
relatively high diversity. Furthermore, the good performance of
TbCF demonstrates that trust relationships can provide target
users with extensive and diversified preferences compared to
similarity relationships.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this article, we propose UIThybrid, a novel approach that
incorporates user trust with the existing CF approach for rating
prediction and service recommendation. Moreover, we develop
a TbCF algorithm to lay the foundation for the incorporation.
With the use of UIThybrid, more cold-start problems have been
resolved without damaging predicted accuracy. We conduct
extensive real-world experiments on a large but sparse data set
to evaluate the feasibility and effectiveness of our approaches.

In our future work, we will investigate more social net-
work information to supplement the existing sparse rating
data [36], [37]. Another interesting work is combining
trust-based user-item rating with the Group Role Assign-
ment [38] and GRA with conflicting agents’ methods [39] to
conduct optimization for a group of items to be recommended
because the user-item rating is a method of agent evaluation
in role-based collaboration [40].
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